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 The Dancer sighed a solitary breath.

     She had been drifting alone for more than a trillennium, but 
it hadn’t always been so.  In the beginning, when the newly formed 
universe still burned hot, existence belonged exclusively to the 
cosmic gasses in the form of nebulas.  During that time, they 
danced with each other in unabated glee brought forth by the 
enlightening.  

     Before the beginning, the universe had existed within the 
mindset of a halfwit, so intensely dense, it could fit on the sharp 
end of a needle.  Those days of ignorance had ended with an 
epiphany that resulted in the conscious universe exploding in every 
direction at exponential speeds.  In that moment, the epiphany was 
so pure and burned so hot that the mindset of the universe could 



use only nebulas to receive its conscious mind.  Their sparse bodies 
were the only vessels capable of resonating the new found feelings of 
the universe, and with those feelings, too indescribable to be put into 
words, the nebulas danced.  They danced with emotion.  They 
danced abstractly.  They danced spontaneously.  They spun with 
purity.  They twirled with glee and were regulated by nothing.  The 
nebulas across the ever expanding universe danced for a long time.  
But old habits die hard and as it is with all things, the 
enlightenment faded.  

     The universe cooled and the dance of the nebulas, once free 
and unrestricted, slowed down and thickened.  The intangible 
thoughts from the universe became tangible.  Feelings solidified into 
ideas, and ideas into thoughts, and with them came: particles, and 
then atoms, and then stars and planets and the species of nebulas 
leisurely solidified into galaxies.    

       The galaxies still twirled, they still danced, but the dance had 
become formal.  It was no longer the liberated improvisational 
dance of freedom.  It had transformed into a spinning line dance, 
or waltz, or square dance, or ballet that held to rules and 



constructed principles and order.  The new, formal dance, was 
predictable and predictability is control and control is stability.  

     The now stable galaxies had not fully reverted back to the 
moronic state that had corralled consciousness for so long in the 
densest of mindsets, but they had regressed.  All the nebulas had 
lost their purity. They had, all of them, sluggishly traded it in for 
controlled order, all, except one.    

     The Dancer, lost in the abstract of love and joy didn’t even 
notice the transformation.  Her fellow gaseous clouds had reverted 
to a more dense state of being without her realization.  She 
continued dancing naively, unaffected by the cooling.  She danced, 
twirled, spun and laughed until that isolated moment when she 
realized, she was alone.  

     In that friendless moment she became aware of the thickening 
and gasped as only a nebula can.  Realizing the sparseness of her 
fellow nebulas had coagulated into galaxies and in effect reverted 
back towards the dense state they had all escaped from, filled her, 
not only with loathing and fear, but something far worse.  In that 



millisecond the Dancer became self-aware, and inside that self-
awareness she herself, began to thicken.   

     She looked around and witnessed the galaxies shine, and its 
sparkle pleased her.  Then she, like the other galaxies before her, 
began thinking.  She, just like them, began to quantify her 
existence.  She, like them, abandoned the abstract dance.  

     Feelings were replaced by thoughts rushing over and though 
her newly forming mind.  Thoughts collecting and categorizing and 
filing ideas into ideological order overtook and ruled. 

     As feeling disintegrated into ideas and thought, the first 
vibrations of stability sizzled through her body.  The 
transformation from cloud into galaxy had begun.  As it did she 
acknowledged stars freckling the cosmos and deemed them good.  
She observed planets circling the stars and thought them fine.  On a 
single planet she acknowledged a multitude of different variations 
of life interpreting the conscious universe in the form of hunger, 
happiness, fear, joy, anger, triumph, defeat, and regarded them.  
Then the Dancer felt herself taking the first predictable step in a 



line dance of her own and as she did, she closed her eyes and 
excepted the thickening.  

     Then suddenly, she stopped.

     The universe, conscious as it was, suddenly acknowledging her 
uniqueness and pushed her away from thought, ideas and 
predictable order. The consciousness pushed her back into the 
abstract where unkempt emotion flushed away all sense of order. 
Consciousness rejoiced in the last remnant of the epiphany; that 
pure force that caused consciousness to expand in the first place.  
In it, there was no shame and no pride. There was only dancing.
   


